
Introduction
Thank you for buying a Mitsubishi Motors product.
This Owner’s Manual will add to your understanding 
and full enjoyment of the many fine features of the 
video entertainment system.

Throughout this manual the words WARNING 
and CAUTION appear.
These are reminders to be especially careful. 
Failure to follow the instructions could result in 
personal injury or damage to your vehicle.

WARNING
 Indicates a strong possibility of severe personal 

injury or death if instructions are not followed.

CAUTION
 Points out hazards or unsafe practices that could 

cause minor personal injury or damage to your 
vehicle.

You will see another important symbol:

NOTE :Gives helpful information.

The video display is designed for rear seat 
passenger viewing only, out of the driver's view.
Installation within the driver's view is illegal in most 
states,provinces and countries and  may lead to 
driver distraction.

WARNING
 • When operating the Video Entertainmant   

 System,do not park with the engine running  
 in a closed or poorly ventilated area.Carbon  
 monoxide gas,which is odorless and extremely  
 poisonous,can build up and cause serious  
 injury or death.

 •The front glass on the liquid crystal display  
 may break when hit with a hard surface. If the  
 glass breaks, do not toutch the liquid crystalline  
 material. 　

  In case of contact with skin, wash immediately  
 with soap and water.

© 2010 Mitsubishi Motors Corporation   Printed in Japan
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Using this manual
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 → “DVD video” (P36)

 

● Indicates the names of 
the switches found only 
on the remote control.

 (There are no switches 
on the system panel.)

Chapter title

Section title
Title

Subtitle

 

● Indicates the names 
of the buttons on the 
remote control and on 
the system panel.

Chapter title

● Indicates the items 
displayed on the 
display (screen).

Reference item 
page number
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5Using this manual

Terms used in this manual

The following terms are used in this manual.
 ● Video entertainment system owner’s manual → (This) manual

● Video entertainment system → (The) system
●  Video entertainment system remote control → (The) remote control
● Infrared headphones → Wireless headphones
● Vehicle standard or manufacturer’s optional audio→ (the )front audio
● The images and illustrations that appear in this manual were made for this manual. These depictions may differ from the actual screen images.

System overview

Special features of the system
· The 9-inch display and DVD player are components of a single unit mounted on the interior roof.

· The system can be operated using the buttons on the system panel or using the remote control from the rear seats (second row 
and third row seats).

· In addition to DVD video, the built-in DVD player supports a range of disc formats including DVD audio, music CD, MP3/WMA, 
and others.

· Portable video devices can be used, by connecting them to the video input jacks.

· The wireless headphones can be used to listen to audio. In addition to the wireless headphones, audio can also be played through 
the vehicle speakers.

· DVDs being played on the Mitsubishi Multi Communication System (MMCS) at the front of the vehicle can be displayed on the 
video entertainment system screen.

· MMCS and some front audio operations are possible.
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System overview

6 System funtions

Video CD
 Video CDs can be viewed.

 → “Video CD” (P56)

Auxiliary input (video)
  Portable video devices can be used, by 

connecting them to the video input jacks.
 → “To viewing video on the system” (P29)

headphones
  The wireless headphones can be used to 

listen to audio.
 → “Names and functions of wireless

       headphone parts”  (P12)

  DVD video to be played on the MMCS 
can be viewed.

 (Vehicles equipped with MMCS)
 →“ To view video from the MMCS on the 

system” (P29)

  Audio or video from a disc to be played 
on the system can be played on the 
MMCS.(Vehicles equipped with MMCS)

 →“To view video from the system on the 
MMCS”(P29)

  MMCS and front audio operations are 
possible.

 →“Using the system to operate the MMCS 
and the front audio”(P59)

System functions

· The system player supports video and music discs.
 DVD video

 DVD video discs can be viewed.
 →  “DVD video” (P36)

DVD audio
 DVD audio discs can be played.

 → “DVD audio” (P49)

NOTE

● Video may not be displayed, depending on the DVD audio disc

  

Music CD
  Music CDs and music fi les recorded on a 

computer can be played.
 → “Music CD/MP3/WMA” (P52)

mb162a

 MP3/WMA

M

M

M

M

M

M

mb162a

(Sample image for vehicles equipped with the MMCS)

Viewing MMCS images

Playing video or audio from the system on the MMCS.

Using the system to operate the MMCS and audio
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7Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

 OPEN  button
  · To open the display → P8

 Display

 EJECT  button
   This function is on the system panel only.

  · To eject the disc → P24

 JOYSTICK/ENT  / ENT  (enter)

  · To select from the menu and enter the selection.

  · To operate the MMCS or the front audio

 POWER indicator 
  · Illuminates when the power is ON → P8,23

 DISC indicator
  · Illuminates when a disc is inserted → P23

 POWER  button
  · To turn the system ON/OFF → P23

 SOURCE  button
  · To select the system source → P24

 SET UP  button
  · To set up DVD video → P41

 DISP  button
  · To call up the display attributes menu → P27

 CURSOR  button
  · To call up the CURSOR menu → P31

 MENU  button
  · To call up the menu for discs such asDVD video → P36, 49

 RTN  button
  · To return to the previous screen

 Remote control sensor/infrared  signal transmitter 
  · To receive remote control signals and transmit   infrared wireless headphone signals.

 Disc loading slot
  · To insert the disc.

Names and functions of parts

mb070a

mb072b

mb100a
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8 Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

NOTE
● When the display  screen is opened, the system 

automatically comes on and the power indicator 
illuminates.

● Close the display when the system is not in use.

 Opening and closing the display and system power

Display System power
Open → 

Closed
(ACC ON)

 Only the display indications go 
OFF (the audio that was playing 
continues to play).

Closed → 
Open
(ACC ON)

 The display indications come ON.
(The audio that was playing 
continues to play.)

Open
(When the 
ACC is turned 
from OFF 
to ON while 
the display is 
open.)

 The system power comes ON 
and the video and audio that 
were playing before the ACC was 
turned to OFF resume playing.

 Closed
(When the 
ACC is turned 
from OFF 
to ON while 
the display is 
closed.)

 The power remains OFF.
Open the display or press the 

POWER  button to use.

Opening and closing the display

Opening the display

Press the OPEN  button

mb070

OPEN button

mb071

The display will automatically open to
a certain position.

 Gently adjust the display 
to the desired angle

mb072

● Do not force the display beyond its range of 
adjustment. Doing so could damage the display 
connections.

Closing the display

Raise the display until it clicks into 
position

mb072a
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9Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

 PREW  button
  · To return to the start of the currently playing 

  chapter or track or to the start of the previous  
  chapter or track. → P26

 NEXT  button
  · To move to the start of a subsequent chapter         

  or track (song) → P26

 PAUSE  button
  · To execute the pause function → P25

 SLOW  button
  · To execute the slow playback function → P26

 REW  button
  · To execute the fast reverse function → P26

 STOP  button
  · To execute the stop function → P25

 PLAY  button
  · To execute the play function → P25

 FWD  button
  · To execute the fast forward function → P26

mb078na

Remote control

Name and function of Remote control  POWER  button 
  · To turn the system power ON/OFF → P23

 JOYSTICK  / ENT  (enter)
  · To select from the menu and enter the selection

  · Using the system to operate the MMCS and the  

 　front audio

 MENU  button
  · To call up the menu for discs such as DVD  

  video → P36, 49

 RTN  button
  · To return to the previous screen

 SOURCE
  · To select the system source → P24

 CURSOR  button
  · To call up the CURSOR menu → P31

 DISP  button
  · To call up the display attributes menu → P27

 SET UP  button
  · To set up the DVD video settings → P41

    SPEAKER  button  
  · Each time the SPEAKER button is  pressed, 
　　the speaker output changes  between 　　
　　the system and the MMCS or the front audio.

NOTE
● The CURSOR menu can also be used to change 

the setting of the speaker audio.

  ANGLE  button
  · To change the angle → P37

  AUDIO  button
  · To change the audio language → P37

  SUB TITLE  button
  · To cha  nge the subtitle language → P37

Remote control
(Stored in the passenger side seatback 
pocket.)
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10 Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

Replacing the battery

 Use your fi ngernail to press tab A on 
the battery case at the backside of the 
remote control. While pressing tab A in the 
direction shown in (1), pull the battery case 
out as shown in (2)

NOTE
●  When disposing of the lithium battery, apply insulating 

tape and dispose of the battery in accordance with 
applicable local regulations.

 Place a new battery in the battery case 
with its positive side facing up

mb075

Nouvelle pile (borne positive)

Before using the remote control
The remote control comes with a battery 
installed.
There is an insulation sheet to prevent the 
battery from discharging. Remove this 
insulation sheet before using the remote 
control.

mb073

Insulation sheet

Operating instructions
When using the remote control to operate 
the system, aim the remote control at the 
remote control sensor.

mb077

Remote control sensor

NOTE
●  Do not disassemble or drop the remote control, and 

do not subject the remote control to any physical 
shock.

●  Do not place any heavy objects on top of or sit on 
the remote control.

●  If the remote control sensor is exposed to direct 
sunlight or other strong light, it may stop functioning 
properly or stop operating at all. In this situation, 
block out the light.

●  Store the remote control in the seatback pocket 
when not in use.
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11Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts
● Be sure to place the battery in with the correct 

polarity.
● Replace the old battery with a new one of the same 

type (CR2025LITHIUM).

 Replace the battery case into the 
remote control

mb076

Slide the battery case in
until tab A locks it in place.

Tab A

·  For safety’s sake, keep batteries out of the 
reach of children.

WARNING
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12 Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

POWER button
 Press to turn the wireless headphone power ON/OFF.

POWER indicator
 Illuminates when the power is turned ON. (Red)

Volume
 To adjust the volume.

Infrared sensor
 To receive infrared signals from the system.

NOTE
● When the wireless headphones are ON but there is no audio or the audio signal 

cannot be received for more than three minutes, the wireless headphones 
automatically go OFF.

● The wireless headphones can only receive audio signals in the rear seats (second 

and third row seats).

· For safety’s sake, the driver must not use the 
wireless headphones while driving. Doing so 
could prevent the driver from hearing sounds 
outside the vehicle and result in an accident.

· Adjust the wireless headphones volume to a 
comfortable level. Listening at high volume for an 
extended period may damage your hearing.

· Take off the wireless headphones and turn them 
off when not in use.

CAUTION

Names and functions of wireless headphone parts

R

Volume High

Low

mb029R side
(right)
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13Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of parts

 Replacing the wireless headphone batteries

Take the following steps to replace the wireless headphone 
batteries.

 Use a coin to turn the screw, then remove the screw, battery 
cover, and the old battery.

 Place two AAA batteries in the battery compartment, 
checking for correct polarity, as shown in the fi gure.

 Replace the battery cover.

 Replace the screw.

NOTE
● When not using the headphones for an extended period, remove the batteries from 

the wireless headphones.
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14 Names and functions of parts

Names and functions of partsPrecautions for use

Precautions  for  use

·  When running the engine so that you can view a video, for example, do not park your vehicle in a garage 
or other enclosed space that has poor ventilation.

·  When driving, set the volume to a level at which you can still hear sounds outside the vehicle. Driving 
without being able to hear sounds outside the vehicle could result in an accident.

·  For safety’s sake, the driver must not operate while driving.

WARNING

· Do not disassemble or modify. Doing so could cause smoke, fi re, or an accident.

CAUTION

NOTE
● When a message is displayed on the screen, be sure to follow the instructions that appear.
● Video may be viewed when the ignition switch is turned to ON or ACC, but to save battery power, it is best to view while the engine is running.
● If video or television are viewed for an extended period without running the engine, a low battery warning is displayed and the power will automatically be turned off.
● The following are characteristic of liquid crystal displays and are not malfunctions.
  Small black or luminescent (red, green, or blue) spots appear on the screen.
  The screen darkens or appears reddish in cold weather. Screen movement becomes sluggish.
  Screen color and brightness vary depending on the viewing angle.
● Clean the screen by wiping it with a soft cloth. Do not use benzine, anti-static agents, or chemically treated tissues. Doing so could damage the screen.
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Supported disc types

Supported disc types

DVD video
· Discs with the mark (logo) to the 

left displayed (the “DVD” logo 
with “Video” printed below) can 
be played.

  The meaning of the marks displayed on DVDs
 ■ Region numbers

·  DVD video has regional playback restric-
tion settings. The playback region restric-
tions are displayed as the region number, 
and a video cannot be played on equip-
ment with any other region code.

· DVD videos with the region number or 
“ALL” displayed can be played on the 
system.

· DVD videos with the following marks 
displayed on the package are supported.

 (For example: in the case of a “1” region 
number)

         

Marks on the package
The marks displayed on the package sig-
nify the following.
  Region number

(Indicates the region in which the DVD video 
may be played.)

  Indicates the number of camera angles 
available.

  Indicates the number of subtitle languages 
available.

  Indicates the number of languages available.

DVD audio
Discs with the mark (logo) below (the “DVD” 

logo with “Audio” printed below) displayed are 

supported.

   

  Region numbers:

Region number Region

1
North America (Including the United 
States, Canada, etc.)

2

Japan, Europe, Middle East, 
(Including Japan, UK, France, the 
other European countries, Saudi 
Arabia, etc.)

3

Southeast Asia (Including South 
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong 
Kong, and other Southeast Asian 
countries)

4

Pacifi c Region, South America 
(including Australia, New Zealand, 
Brazil, Argentina, and other South 
American countries) 

5
Russia, Africa (Including Russia, 
Ukraine, Ethiopia, Kenya, and other 
African countries)

6 Mainland China (China)
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Supported disc types
settings. In such cases, add either “.mp3” or “.wma” 
extensions and then write to disc.

● Unsupported MP3 and WMA fi les may not playback 
properly, and fi le and folder names may not be 
displayed properly.

Music CD
CDs with the mark (logo) below can be played.

· CDDA (8 cm, 12 cm music disc)

 

· CD-R/CD-RW 

  

· CD-TEXT(8 cm, 12 cm)

 

Video CD
Disc recorded in NTSC/PAL format.

   MP3/WMA
CD-ROM and CD-R/RW discs with MP3/
WMA format fi les written on a computer 
can be played on the system.

There are restrictions on the type of fi les 
and media that can be used, so read 
the following information carefully before 
writing MP3/WMA fi les to discs. Also be 
sure to carefully read the user manual for 
your CD-R/RW drive or recording soft-
ware and use your equipment accordingly.

NOTE  

● Never give copies of music CDs or fi les to others or 
upload them to an Internet server, as such behaviour 
is illegal, whether for profi t or not.

● Do not change the fi le extension of any fi le that is not 
MP3 to “.mp3” or any fi le that is not WMA to “.wma”. 
Playing discs with such fi les can cause system 
recognition errors that result in loud noise that could 
damage your speakers.

● Proper playback may be impossible, depending on 
the recorder and recording software used to write to 
the disc. In such cases, refer to the user manual for 
the device or software that was used.

● Extensions are sometimes not added, depending on 
the computer operating system, version, software, or 
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Supported disc types

  What are MP3/WMA?
MP3 is an abbreviation of “MPEG-1 Audio 
Layer 3”. MPEG is an abbreviation of “Mo-
tion Pictures Experts Group”, which is a 
standard for compressing digital video data 
for use in media such as video CDs.
MP3 is one of the audio compression 
schemes covered by the MPEG digital 
audio compression standards. MP3 com-
pression reduces the number of bytes in 
a song by eliminating large sound waves 
within the sound range that is imperceptible 
to the human ear, producing high quality 
audio fi les with a low volume of data. MP3 
compression allows for the contents of a 
conventional music CD to be reduced by 
a factor of about 10. This means that the 
contents of 10 music CDs can be recorded 
on a single CR-R or CD-RW. 
WMA is an abbreviation of Windows Media 
Audio, which is another audio compression 
standard.
WMA can be used to create and save au-
dio fi les at a higher compression rate than 
with MP3.
Microsoft, Windows Media, and Microsoft Corporation are regis-
tered trademarks in the United States and/or other countries.
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Supported disc types

Supported MP3 fi le specifi cations are listed below.

Item Contents

Standard
MPEG1 AUDIO LAYER3  MPEG2.5  AUDIO 
LAYER3
MPEG2 AUDIO LAYER3

Sampling 
frequency [Hz]

MPEG1 32k/44.1k/48k

MPEG2 16k/22.05k/24k

Bit rate [kbps]
MPEG1 32/40/48/56/64/80/96/112/128/160/192/2

24/256/320

MPEG2, 2.5 8/16/24/32/40/48/56/64/80/96/112/128/14
4/160

Variable bit rate (VBR) Supported

Channel mode Stereo/joint stereo/dual channel/monaural

ID3-Tag Ver. 1.0, Ver 1.1, title, artist name, album 
name

Maximum number of 
displayed characters in 
folder name, fi le name, 
album name, title name, 
artist name

Full size: 17 characters
Half size: 34 characters

Compatible CD-R/RW formats are listed below.
Name Standard Description

CD-R/RW 
format 
specifi cations

ISO9660 Level 1

Has fi le names with a maximum of 
8 characters and extensions with 3 
characters.
(Capital roman characters and the 
underscore “_” can be used.)

ISO 9660 
expansion Joliet A maximum of 64 characters 

can be used as fi le names.

Multisession Supported

Maximum 
number of trees 8 trees (including roots)

Maximum 
number of 
folders

255 folders

Maximum 
number of fi les

400 fi les (Total number on the disc, not including fi les 
other than MP3 and WMA)

Supported MP3/WMA standards
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Supported disc types

Supported WMA fi le specifi cations are listed below.

Item Contents

Standard Windows Media Audio Version7.0

Sampling frequency [Hz] 22.05k/32k/44.1k/48k

Bit rate [kbps]
Sampling 
frequency
[Hz]

22.05k ................ 32 32k ............... 48, 64

44.1k ..48, 64, 80, 96, 128, 160, 192, 
256, 320

48k ............................
64, 96, 128, 160, 192

VBR (Variable bit rate) Supported

Channel mode Stereo/monaural

WMA-Tag Title, artist name, album name

Maximum number of 
displayed characters in 
folder name, fi le name, 
album name, title name, 
artist name

Full size: 17 characters
Half size: 34 characters

Supported MP3/WMA standards
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Supported disc types

Folder arrangement
In the following arrangement, tracks (song fi les) are numbered as: 
(1), (2), (3)... and folders are numbered as 1, 2, 3....

 MP3/WMA fi les
· In MP3 and WMA fi les, data such as song names, artist names, 

album names, and genre names are recorded as an “ID3-Tag” or 
a “WMA-Tag”, and this information can be indicated on screens 
such as the system display.

· Any player that supports MP3/WMA will recognize folder trees in 
the same way that a computer does: [genre] → [artist] → [album] 
→ [song (MP3/WMA fi le)], and songs are searchable in this way.
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Supported disc types

tion, or rental of discs without expressed 
written permission is prohibited by law.

· This product incorporates copyrighted 
technologies. Macrovision Corporation 
and other copyright holders are protect-
ed by US patents and other intellectual 
property rights protections.

· Permission to use this copyrighted tech-
nology must be obtained from Macrovi-
sion Corporation. Without special permis-
sion from Macrovision Corporation, use 
of this technology is restricted to home 
or private use.

any burrs using a ballpoint pen or other 
implement.

Precautions for storage
· When not using discs, always put them 

in their cases and keep them out of direct 
sunlight.

· Always remove discs from the system 
when not using them for an extended 
period.

Disc playing environment
· Extreme changes in temperature may 

cause moisture to form on the discs or 
inside of the system, preventing normal 
operation. Such cases include turning 
on the heater in the vehicle during the 
extreme cold of midwinter.

 In such cases, eject the disc and wait a 
while before using the system.

· Do not use cracked or warped discs.
· Do not use heart shaped or other special 

shaped discs, or partially transparent 
discs.

· Do not use 8 cm CD adapters. Doing so 
could cause a malfunction.

 Copyright information
· The copying, broadcast, public exhibi-

Handling of discs

Proper handling of discs

Precautions for handling
· Dirt or fi ngerprints on the disc surface 

could make the disc unreadable. Do not 
touch the disc surface when handling the 
disc. Always hold the disc at the outer 
edges, or at the center hole and the 
outer edge.

· Do not apply labels or stickers to the disc 
and do not scratch the disc.

· Do not force another disc into the disc 
loading slot when there is already a disc 
inserted. Doing so could damage the 
discs and cause malfunctions.

Care and maintenance
· Periodically clean the disc surface. Clean 

the disc with a soft cloth. Gently wipe 
from the center hole to the outer edge. 
Do not wipe in a circle.

· A new disc may still have burrs on its 
periphery and center hole, so be sure to 
check for such burrs.

 Using a disc that has burrs can cause 
a malfunction, so be sure to remove  
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Supported disc types

Unsupported discs
Music CDs can be played on the system.

· Use  discs such as those with the   

mark on the disc label.
· Playback cannot be guaranteed when 

using unsupported discs. Even if such 
discs should play, sound quality cannot 
be guaranteed.

· The following problems may occur when 
playing unsupported discs.

1) Noise may be heard during playback.
Also, skipping may occur on occasion.

2) The disc may not be recognized.

3) The fi rst song may not play.

4) Moving to the previous or next track may 
take longer than usual.

5) Songs may begin to play from the middle 
of the song.

6) Some sections of the disc may not play.

7) The disc may freeze during playback.

8) An inaccurate indication may appear.
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Basic operations

Turning the power ON and OFF

 Press the POWER  button
The power comes ON.
· The POWER indicator illuminates.

 Press the POWER  button again
The power goes OFF.

NOTE
● If the display screen is left open when the ACC is turned OFF, the next time the 

ACC is turned ON, the system power automatically comes on and the last source 
displayed on the system is displayed again.

● If the display screen is closed when the ACC is turned OFF, the next time the ACC 
is turned ON, the system power does not automatically come on.

 Open the display screen to turn on the system power.

● To turn the power ON with the display screen closed, press the POWER  button.

Basic system operations
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Basic operations

 To insert/eject the disc

 To insert a disc

mb079

Insert the disc into the disc loading slot with the 
playing side facing down.
When the disc is inserted, it is loaded and the DISC 
indicator illuminates.

 To eject the disc
Push the EJECT  button to eject the disc.

mb079a

NOTE
● If a disc is inserted when the system power is OFF, 

the power will automatically come ON.
● When a disc is ejected and left in the disc loading 

slot for 10 seconds, the disc will automatically be 
reloaded into the system.

● Discs can be ejected even when the ACC is turned 
OFF.

Sample image for vehicles equipped with the MMCS

 To select a system source
 Press the SOURCE  button

Each time the SOURCE  button is pressed, the 
system source changes as shown in the fi gure 
below.

 DISC

 The video screen from the disc (such 
as DVD video, DVD audio) in the 
system is displayed.

 

VIDEO

 Images from video devices (such as 
video cameras, games) connected to 
the video input terminals are displayed.

 FRONT

 If the vehicle is equipped with the 
Mitsubishi Multi Communication 
System(MMCS),the audio or video 
being played on the MMCS is 
displayed on the video  entertainmant 
system display screen.

NOTE
● When the SOURCE  button is pressed, the currently 

selected source is displayed in the upper left corner of 
the screen.
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Basic operations

Basic operations for playing a disc

Insert a disc
When a disc is inserted, the screen automatically changes to 
DISC and the disc begins to play.

mngj027

If a disc is already inserted, press the SOURCE  button, select DISC, and press 
the PLAY  button.

NOTE
● When a DVD video and DVD audio is inserted, the main menu is sometimes 

displayed.In this case, use the disc menu to operate the DVD.

 To pause

 Press the PAUSE  button
Playback pauses. With a DVD video, DVD audio, or video CD, the paused image 
will remain displayed.

Pressing the PAUSE  button again while in pause mode resumes playback.

 To stop the disc

 Press the STOP  button
Playback stops.

To Play a disc
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Basic operations

To move to the start of a previous chapter or track (song)

    Press the PREW  button
The disc will skip to the beginning of the current 
chapter or track (song).
Pressing this button twice in a row will cause 
the disc to skip to the beginning of the previous 
chapter or track (song).

Chapter (track) in play

Chapter 1
Track 1

Chapter 2
Track 2

Chapter 3
Track 3 …

PREW OncePREW Twice

 To fast forward/fast reverse

  Press the FWD  (fast forward) or   
REW  (fast reverse) button
While these buttons are depressed, the disc fast 
forwards or fast reverses. When the buttons are 
released, the fast forward or fast reverse function 
stops.

 To cause slow playback

(During DVD video, DVD audio, or Video 
CD playback)

    Press the SLOW  button
While this button is depressed, the disc plays in 
slow playback mode.
When this button is released, the slow playback 
function stops.

 To move to the start of a chapter or track (song)
To move to the start of a subsequent 
chapter or track (song)

   Press the NEXT  button
The disc will skip to the beginning of the next 
chapter or track (song).

Chapter (track) in play

Chapter 1
Track 1

Chapter 2
Track 2

Chapter 3
Track 3 …

NEXT
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Basic operations

 To adjust display attributes

 Press the DISP  button
Display attribute adjustment items (BRIGHT, CONTRAST, COLOR, TINT) are 
displayed on the screen.

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right to select the item to be 
adjusted, then move the JOYSTICK  up and down to make 
the adjustment

  BRIGHT Moving up increases brightness.
Moving down decreases brightness.

  CONTRAST Moving up increases the contrast.
Moving down decreases the contrast.

  COLOR Moving up increases the green hue.
Moving down increases the red hue.

  TINT Moving up darkens the color.
Moving down lightens the color.

 After making adjustments, wait a while and the display adjustment items will 
disappear.

NOTE
● Brightness can be adjusted for daytime (LIGHT OFF) and nighttime (LIGHT ON) 

respectively

To adjust display attributes and screen size

mb101h
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Basic operations

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the desired screen size

Screen sizes

  WIDE

Displays a screen enlarged horizontally to fi t the display.

  NORMAL

Displays the screen at a ratio of 3:4 (height to width).

  CINEMA

Displays the screen at a ratio of 9:16 (height to width).

 After making adjustments, wait a while and the 
display adjustment items will disappear.

To adjust screen size

 Press the DISP  button

 When display attribute adjustment items 
are displayed, press the DISP  button 
again

Screen size adjustment items (WIDE, NORMAL, 
CINEMA) are displayed.
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Basic operations

 To view video on the system
Video devices can be used by connecting 
them to the Auxiliary Video connector 
(RCA).

 Press the SOURCE  button and 
change the system mode to VIDEO

NOTE
● If there are no video devices connected when 

VIDEO mode is selected, no video will be 
displayed

● Video devices can only be operated from the 
device(not by the video entertainment system 
controls).

● Refer to the user manual that came with the 
video device for connecting or operating 
instructions.

To view video from the MMCS on the system

*Vehicles equipped with the MMCS
From the video displayed on the MMCS, 
the DVD video to be played on the MMCS 
can be displayed.

  Set the MMCS to DVD video .

 Press the SOURCE  button and 
change the system mode toFRONT

The MMCS video can be viewed on the system.

  

image002

NOTE
●When the system SOURCE is changed to FRONT, 

the audio cannot be played through the wireless 
headphones.The audio is played over the vehicle 
speakers.

→“Combination of the system and the MMCS/
the front audio”(P30)

● In the MMCS, only the audio of a DVD video etc.
while driving, and the video is not displayed. 
However, in this system the video is displayed 
on the video entertainment display screen even 
while driving.

● The MMCS screens for the radio, CD (MP3), 
music server and navigation cannot be displayed.

●  The MMCS can be operated from the system 
when the system is selected with the MMCS.

→ “Using the system to operate the MMCS and 

audio” (P59)To view video from the system on the 

To view video from the system on the MMCS

*Vehicles equipped with the MMCS
Video from the system can be displayed on 
the MMCS.

 Set the MMCS to rear seat display

 Press the SOURCE  button and 
change the system mode to DISC (or 
VIDEO) to play a DVD video

Audio or video from the system can be played on the 
MMCS.

image006

NOTE
● For safety's sake, video from the system cannot 

be displayed on the MMCS while driving.
Only the audio is played.

● Video from video devices can be displayed on 
the MMCS even when the power is OFF.

●The system can be operated from the MMCS.
Refer to the MMCS user manual for details.
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Basic operations

Combination of the system and the MMCS/the front audio

System MMCS , front audio

Mode Video Audio (Wireless 
headphones) Mode Video Audio (Speakers)

1 DISC

DVD video
DVD audio
Video CD

CD/MP3/WMA

rear display

video CD 2,

DVD audio 2,

DVD video 2

CD/MP3/WMA

2 VIDEO Video (video device, game, etc.) rear display Video (video device, game, etc.) 2

3

FRONT

DVD
1

Not played
DVD

1

DVD
1

4

Not displayed Not played

 
M
M
C
S

Navigation screen, radio,
CD,MP3,WMA,music server

USB,iPod,
B.T-Audio,Playlist,etc. 1

Navigation screen, radio,CD,
MP3,WMA,music server,USB,iPod,

B.T-Audio,Playlist,etc. 1

Not displayed Not played  
A
u
d
i
o

radio,CD,MP3,WMA,
USB,iPod,

B.T-Audio,Playlist,etc.

radio,CD,MP3,WMA,
USB,iPod,

B.T-Audio,Playlist,
etc.

5
Video

 (video device, game, 
etc.)

Not played
rear display

(AUX)
Video (video device, game, etc.) 2

6 Power OFF
rear display

(AUX)
Video (video device, game, etc.) 2

1The bold type indicates the source for MMCS or front audio playback  2 For front audio, only the sound is played
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CURSOR menu

What is the CURSOR menu
It is the menu that is displayed when a disc is played and a VIDEO 
or FRONT source is selected.
It shows the track number and playback time, and it can be used 
to change the language and angle.
In addition, the MMCS or the front audio operation menu is 
displayed when a FRONT source is selected.

NOTE
●The CURSOR menu displays different content depending on the type of disc or 

source that is played.

CURSOR menu display

CURSOR menu (1)

When the  CURSOR   button is pressed while a disc is played 
or a VIDEO, FRONT source is selected, CURSOR menu (1) is 
displayed.

When DISC is selected

   mb152a

Sample image of CURSOR menu (1) (DVD video)

To display from the CURSOR menu
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CURSOR menu

Changing
 the speaker  
 output

Each time the ENT

button is pressed,the 
speaker output 
changes between the 
video entertainment 
system and the 
MMCS or the front 
audio system.

Adjusting
 the volume −

Raises the volume
Lowers the volume

When FRONT is selected

When the CURSOR  button is pressed  
CURSOR menu (1) is displayed

NOTE
● Refer to “Using the system to operate  the MMCS 

and the front audio”(P59) for details on CURSOR menu 
(1) operations.

  

●  CURSOR menu (1) is displayed 
throughout playback of CD/MP3/WMA 
discs.

M

M

M

M

M

M

Sample image of CURSOR menu (1) (MP3)

NOTE
● The CURSOR menu is displayed when the 

CURSOR  button is pressed and also when buttons 
relating to CURSOR menu operations are pressed.

● If no functions are operated within about 7 seconds 
(or 3 seconds) of the CURSOR menu being 
displayed, the menu will disappear.

● Refer to the operation instructions of the source for 
details on the CURSOR menu.

When VIDEO is selected
When the CURSOR  button is pressed  
CURSOR menu (1) is displayed.
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CURSOR menu

  CURSOR menu (3)
 When the CURSOR  button is pressed 
again while CURSOR menu (2) is 
displayed,CURSOR menu (3) is displayed

When DISC is selected

 

Changing
 the speaker  
 output

Each time the ENT

button is pressed,the 
speaker output 
changes between the 
video entertainment 
system and the 
MMCS or the front 
audio system.

Adjusting
 the volume −

Raises the volume
Lowers the volume

NOTE
● Depending on the DISC, CURSOR menus (4) and 

(5) can be selected by continuing to press the 
CURSOR  button.

NOTE
● The operating status symbols for possible playback 

operations are displayed in CURSOR menu (2).
● When the CURSOR  button is pressed while 

CD/MP3/WMA is playing, CURSOR menu (2) is 
displayed.

When FRONT is selected

Changing
 the speaker  
 output

Each time the ENT

button is pressed,the 
speaker output 
changes between the 
video entertainment 
system and the 
MMCS or the front 
audio system.

Adjusting
 the volume −

Raises the volume
Lowers the volume

  

  CURSOR menu (2)
When the CURSOR  button is pressed 
again while CURSOR menu (1) is displayed, 
CURSOR menu (2) is displayed.

When DISC is selected

   mb155nad

   Operating status symbols
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CURSOR menu

  CURSOR menu operation (Example 2)

While the CURSOR menu is 
displayed, move the JOYSTICK  left 
and right to select from the possible 
menus.

 Press the ENT  button

Sample image of CURSOR menu (2) (DVD)

NOTE
● Depending on the operating status, there are 

some operating status symbols that are not 
displayed in the CURSOR menu.

CURSOR menu operation

  CURSOR menu operation (Example 1)

 While the CURSOR  menu is 
displayed, move the JOYSTICK  left 
and right to select from the possible 
menus.

   mb160b

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select the menu item

   mb160c

Sample image of CURSOR menu (1) (DVD)

 Operating status symbols
The following symbols are displayed 
according to the playback operating status.

 Play

  Slow playback, (SLOW) (DVD video, DVD 
audio, DVD audio, video CD)
 Pause

 Fast forward (FWD)

 Fast reverse (REW)

 Start of subsequent track (NEXT)

 Start of previous track (PREW)

 STOP
* Not displayed in CURSOR menu (1)

Displayed when angle change operations 
are possible during DVD video or DVD audio 
playback
Displayed when operations are prohibited 
during DVD video or DVD audio playback
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CURSOR menu

CURSOR menu display information

SOURCE CURSOR menu (1) CURSOR menu (2) CURSOR 
menu (3)

CURSOR
menu (4)

CURSOR
menu (5)

DISC DVD Video
(→P36)

 Title number
 Chapter number
 Playback time
 Operating status display symbol
 Angle number, subtitle language, etc.

 DISC operating status symbol

  Title

—

DVD audio
(→P49)

 Group number
 Track number
 Playback time
 Repeat/random
 Operating status display symbol
 Angle number, subtitle language, etc.

 DLIST

Music CD
(→P52)

 Track number
 Playback time
 Audio output mode
 Repeat/random
 Operating status display symbol

 Changing the speaker output
  Adjusting the volume

MP3/WMA
(→P52)

 Folder number or play list number
 Track number
 Playback time

  Repeat/random
 Display mode
 Operating status display symbol

Video CD
(→P56)

 No PBC  Track number
 Playback time
 Audio output mode
 Repeat/random
 Operating status display symbol

With PBC  PBCdisplay
 Audio output mode
 Operating status display symbol

VIDEO
(→P32)

 Changing the speaker output
 Adjusting the volume

— —

FRONT
(→P59)

 MMCS or audio operation menu   Changing the speaker output
  Adjusting the volume —

●The bold type indicates the items whose settings can be changed
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DVD videoDVD video

When the disc is stopped, press the
 MENU  button

                             MB226

 The title menu is displayed. 
NOTE

● The menu may not be displayed, depending on the 
DVD video disc.

DVD video operations

mb101i

DVD video operations

Insert a disc
When a disc is inserted in the system, the 
screen automatically changes to the DVD 
video image and the disc begins to play.

image06

If a disc is already inserted, press the  
SOURCE button, select DISC, and press 
the  PLAY  button.

NOTE
● When a DVD video is inserted, the menu is sometimes 

displayed.In this case, use the disc menu to operate 
the DVD.

To display the title menu

 During playback, press the STOP  
button to stop the video.
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DVD video

To change the subtitle language

Each time the   SUB TITLE  button is 
pressed, the next available subtitle 
language can be displayed in turn.

NOTE
● The CURSOR menu can also be used to change the 

screen angle, audio language, or subtitle language.
→ “To change the angle, audio language, or subtitle 
language” (P39)

 To display the main menu

 During video playback, press the 
MENU  button

                                                             MB227

NOTE
● The menu may not be displayed, depending on the 

DVD video disc.
● When the menu is displayed, use the disc menu 

to operate the DVD. Refer to the DVD video user 
manual for DVD operation instructions.

● Depending on the DVD, the same menu is sometimes 
displayed as both the title menu and the main menu.

 To change the screen angle, audio 
language, or subtitle language

Refer to the DVD video user manual 
for information about angles, audio 
languages, and subtitle languages.

NOTE
● Angles may be selected when there are two or more 

angles recorded on the DVD.
 In some cases, the angle may not be changed for 

certain scenes.
● Only the audio and subtitle languages recorded on 

the DVD video are available.
 In some cases, depending on the DVD video 

specifi cations, changes may not be made during 
playback.

● Refer to the DVD video package for information 
about available angles, audio languages, and subtitle 
languages.

 To change the angle 

Each time the   ANGLE  button is pressed, 
the next available camera angle can be 
displayed in turn.

NOTE
● For scenes that have different angles available, 

the  mark is displayed on screen. → “To set 
indications” (P45)

To change the audio language
Each time the   AUDIO  button is pressed, 
the next available audio language can be 
displayed in turn.
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DVD video

 Playback status:
the current playback status is displayed.

 Angle number:
the number for the currently playing angle is 
displayed.

■  Subtitle menu

  Subtitle language number:
the number for the currently playing subtitle language 
is displayed.

 Language:
English is displayed as En →“Language codes” (P47)

 Display ON/OFF:
Choose the ON setting to display subtitles and the 
OFF setting to make them disappear.

■  Audio menu

 Audio language number:
the number for the currently playing audio language 
is displayed.

 Language:
English is displayed as En →“Language codes” (P47)

Audio recording format:
the audio recording format is displayed.

NOTE
● The title number, chapter number, angle number and 

other displayed numbers are recorded on the DVD 
video. The numbers may vary depending on the DVD 
video.

The CURSOR menu

The CURSOR menu
Display the system CURSOR menu to 
confi rm DVD operations and playback 
mode.

 Press the CURSOR  button to 
display CURSOR menu (1)

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu (2)

Operating Status symbols

  Press the CURSOR  button again 
to display CURSOR menu (3)

 Press the CURSOR   button again 
to display the title number(CURSOR 
menu (4))

 When the CURSOR  button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(4) is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappears

  CURSOR menu (1) display information
■ Status display

  Title number:
the number for the currently playing title is displayed.

  Chapter number:
the number for the currently playing chapter is 
displayed.

 Playback time:
the playback time is displayed.

 Not displayed
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DVD video

CURSOR menu (2)
■ Operating status symbol

  Operating status symbol  “Operating status  
   symbols” (P34)

CURSOR menu (3)
■  Changing the speaker output

Changing
 the speaker  
 output

Each time the ENT

button is pressed,the 
speaker output 
changes between the 
video entertainment 
system and the 
MMCS or the front 
audio system.

■ Adjusting  the volume

Adjusting     
 the volume −

Raises the volume
Lowers the volume

 

To change the angle, audio language,
or subtitle language

 To change the angle

 While CURSOR menu (1) is displayed, 
move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the angle number

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select the angle number

 Press the ENT  button
The system changes to the selected angle.

NOTE
● For scenes that have different camera angles 

available, the  mark is displayed on screen.
● It is possible to hide the  symbol.

→“To set indications”  (P45)

● It may take some time for the angle to change.

 To change the audio language

 While CURSOR menu (1) is displayed, 
move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the audio language number

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select the audio language number

OFF → subtitle (1) → subtitle (2) →…OFF → …

 Press the ENT  button
The video is played in the selected audio language.

 To change the subtitle language

 While CURSOR menu (1) is displayed, 
move the JOYSTICK  left and right to 
select the subtitle language number

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select the subtitle language

 Press the ENT  button
The selected subtitle language is displayed.
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DVD video

To enter a title number and play

To enter a title number and play
To play a DVD disc by entering a title 
number

 Press the STOP  button

 With a blue screen, move the 
JOYSTICK  up and down to display 

the title numbers

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the title number (digits)

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9

 Press the ENT  button
The disc is played from the start of the track 
corresponding to the selected title number.

image01

  T I  T L E :  *  *
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DVD video

 In the selected screen, move the 
JOYSTICK  up and down, select the 

item to adjust and press ENT

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****

****

mngi007

 Move the JOYSTICK  to each item 
and select
After selecting, press the ENT  
button
Press the RTN  button to cancel an 
operation

 When setup is complete, press the 
SET UP  button
To return to the screen displayed before the setup 
screen was displayed.

NOTE
● When settings are preset according to DVD 

specifi cations, those settings are displayed.

Set up 

In setup, DVD video settings such as the 
audio language, subtitle language, and 
ratings may be adjusted

To display the setup screen

 When the system is in DISC mode, 
press the   SET UP  button

 In the setup screen, move the 
JOYSTICK  left and right to select the 

desired screen

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****

****
▲▼               mngi007

****

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 8

Country Change

Password Change

▲▼               mngi009

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

On-Screen Mark On
 Off

Angle Mark On
 Off

Mode Priority MP3
  Video CD

▲▼               mngi015

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Digital Output PCM
 Bitstream

Audio DRC 

 

NON
LINE
RF

▲▼               mngi025

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

TV Aspect 16 : 9
 14 : 3

TV Mode Letter Box
 Pan Scan

mngi017
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DVD video

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other   1 5 1 7

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****
 mngi020

Repeat steps  and  to enter each of the 

four digits in the language code.

 Press the ENT  button

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other    1 5 1 7

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****
 mngi019

The menu turns light blue.

NOTE
● Perform the same operations to set Audio 

Language and Subtitle Language.
● When no language is set (the setting is just left as 

Other ****) the languages will play according to 
the DVD video specifi cations.

To set languages
Languages can be set for the disc menus, 
audio, and subtitles.

■ Available language settings

   Menu Language:
the language in which the title menu will be displayed 
can be set.

  Audio Language:
the playback audio language can be set.

   Sub-Title Language:
the subtitle language displayed during playback can be 
set.

 Display the setup screen

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
and select Lang

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****

****
mngj007

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select the desired language and 
press ENT
Select the menu when it is light blue.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****

****
mngi007

The menu turns yellow.

NOTE
● For languages other than Japanese or English, 

select Other.
● Languages that are not recorded on the DVD 

video are not available, even if they are selected.

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select Japanese, English, or Other

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Menu Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Audio Language Japanese
 English
 Other

Sub-Title Japanese
 Language English
  Other

****

****

****
mngi008

 When Other is selected, enter the 
language code. Move the JOYSTICK  
left and right to select the location to 
enter (digits)

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9
→ “Language codes” (P47)
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DVD video

 Select the level with the JOYSTICK  
and then press ENT

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Level 8 No Limit
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 All Limit

 mngj013

       The rating is changed.

    ****

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 7

Country Change

Password Change

 mngj010

The menu turns light blue.

NOTE  

 8 No Limit: no restrictions are applied

▲

▼

 1 All Limit: maximum restrictions are applied

To set the rating (parental control)

 To change the rating (parental control)
Some DVD videos contain a rating or 
parental control function that allows 
for the playback of some scenes to be 
restricted. To change the rating of such 
DVD videos, enter a password and make 
the desired setting changes.

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
and select Rating

    ****

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 8

Country Change

Password Change

 mngj009

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select Rating Change and press 
ENT
Select the menu when it is light blue.

    ****

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 8

Country Change

Password Change

 mngj009

The menu turns yellow.
Enter a password to change the rating.

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the location to enter the 
password (digits)

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Please input a
4-digit password.

0 * * *

 mngi012

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
and enter a number (password)

Repeat steps  and  to enter each of the 

four digits in the password.

NOTE
● The factory installed password is 0000.

 Press the ENT  button
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Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Please input a new 4-digit password

 mngj024b

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
and enter a number from 1 to 9

Repeat steps  and  to enter each of the 
four digits in the new password.

Press the ENT  button

 Country change
Ratings vary depending on the country, so it 

is necessary to set the desired country code

NOTE
● It is not necessary to set a country code when 

playing a DVD video that does not have ratings.
● When the country code is not set (the country 

code is left as [****]) the rating function is not 
activated.

  Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select Country Change and press 
ENT
Select the menu when it is light blue.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 7

Country Change

Password Change

****

 mngj011

The menu turns yellow.

  Enter the password and press the 
ENT  button

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the location to enter the 
country code (digits)

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
and enter a number from 1 to 9

→ “Country codes” (P48)

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Please input a
4-digit country code.

1 9 1 5

 mngj021

Repeat steps  and  to enter each of the 
four digits in the country code.

 To change the password

Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select Password Change and press 
ENT

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Rating Change Level 7

Country Change 1 9 1 5

Password Change

 mngj024a

 Enter a password and press the ENT  
button

 Enter a new password.Move the 
JOYSTICK left and right to select the 
location to enter the new password 
(digits)
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 To set audio
To set audio content on DVD videos

  Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
and select Audio

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Digital Output PCM
 Bitstream

Audio DRC 

 

NON
LINE
RF

 mngj025

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select Audio DRC and press ENT
Select the menu when it is light blue.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Digital Output PCM
 Bitstream

Audio DRC 

 

NON
LINE
RF

 mngj016

The menu turns yellow.

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select NON, LINE, or RF and press 
ENT

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

Digital Output PCM
 Bitstream

Audio DRC NON
LINE
RF

mngj026

To set indications
To set indications regarding DVD video
■ Available indication settings

   On-Screen Mark: Set whether the current DVD video 
playback status (play, fast forward, 
and so on) is displayed on screen or 
not.

 On: Playback status is displayed.

 Off: Playback status is not dis  played.

   Angle Mark: Set whether the  mark, which indi-
cates two or more available viewing 
angles, is displayed on screen or not.

 On: When two or more viewing 

angles are available, the  mark is 
displayed.

 Off: When two or more viewing 

angles are available, the  mark is 
not displayed.

   Mode Priority
Set priority of playback when a disc (CR-R/RW, etc.) 
with both MP3 and video CD fi les are inserted.

  Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
and select Mark

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

On-Screen Mark On
 Off

Angle Mark On
 Off

Mode Priority MP3
  Video CD

 mngj015

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down, 
select the item to be changed and 
press ENT
Select the menu when it is light blue.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

On-Screen Mark On
 Off

Angle Mark On
 Off

Mode Priority MP3
  Video CD

 mngj023

The menu turns yellow.

 Move the JOYSTICK up and down, 
select On/Off and press ENT
For Mode Priority, select MP3 or Video CD.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

On-Screen Mark On
 Off

Angle Mark On
 Off

Mode Priority MP3
  Video CD

 mngj014

When the setting is complete, the menu
turns light blue.
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Display screen and menu display
When the display screen size is set 
to cinema, the top and bottom of the 
displayed menus may appear cut off.

    

 mb152d_out

Types of audio
  ■ Digital output
PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) is set. (There 
is no need to change the settings.)
■   Audio DRC
Audio DRC is an abbreviation for Dynamic 
Range Control. The dynamic range is 
controlled so that all audio is played at a 
level that is easy to hear. Use this setting to 
either enable audio DRC or to play audio 
with the standard volume.

 NON Plays audio with the standard 
volume.

 LINE Plays audio with DRC enabled.

 RF Used when audio cannot be heard in 
LINE mode.
Audio quality may suffer in RF mode. 
Use NON and LINE modes whenever 
possible.

To set aspect
Set the aspect ratio.

    

Mark Audio AspectRatingLang

TV Aspect 16 : 9
 14 : 3

TV Mode Letter Box
 Pan Scan

 mngj017

  TV aspect (of a TV screen)
The TV aspect is set to a ratio of 16:9. (There 
is no need to change the settings.)

Display mode priority
Letter Box is set. (There is no need to 
change the settings.)

NOTE
● Screen size settings are adjusted as in “To adjust 

screen size” (P28). There is no need to change 
these settings in the aspect menu.
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 Abbreviation Code  Language

  Lt 2119  Lithuanian
  Lv 2121 Latvian
  Mg 2206 Malagasy
  Mi 2208 Maori
  Mk 2210 Macedonian
  Ml 2211 Malayalam
  Mn 2213 Mongolian
  Mo 2214 Moldavian
  Mr 2217 Marathi
  Ms 2218 Malay
  Mt 2219 Maltese
  My 2224 Burmese
  Na 2300 Nauru
  Ne 2304 Nepali
  Nl 2311 Dutch
  No 2314 Norwegian
  Oc 2402 Occtian
  Om 2412 Oromo
  Or 2417 Oriya
  Pa 2500 Panjabi
  Pl 2511 Polish
  Ps 2518 Pashto, Pushto
  Pt 2519 Portuguese
  Qu 2620 Quechua
  Rm 2712 Rhaeto-Romance
  Rn 2713 Kirundi
 Ro 2714 Romanian
  Ru 2720 Russian
  Rw 2722 Kinyarwanda
  Sa 2800 SanSkrit
  Sd 2803 Sindhi
  Sg 2806 Sangho
  Sh 2807 Serbo-Croatian
  Si 2808 Singhalese
  Sk 2810 Slovak

Language codes
 Abbreviation Code  Language

  Aa 1000 Afar
  Ab 1001 Abkhazian
  Af 1005 Afrekaans
  Am 1012 Amharic
  Ar 1017 Arabic
  As 1018 Assamase
  Ay 1024 Aymara
  Az 1025 Azerbaijani
  Ba 1100 Bashkir
  Be 1104 Byelorussian
  Bg 1106 Bulgarian
  Bh 1107 Bihari
  Bi 1108 Bislama
  Bn 1113 Bengali
  Bo 1114 Tibetan
  Br 1117 Breton
  Ca 1200 Catalan
  Co 1214 Corsican
  Cs 1218 Czech
  Cy 1224 Welsh
  Da 1300 Danish
  De 1304 German
  Dz 1325 Bhutani
  El 1411 Greek
  En 1413 English
  Eo 1414 Esperanto
  Es 1418 Spanish
  Et 1419 Estonian
  Eu 1420 Basque
  Fa 1500 Persian
  Fi 1508 Finnish
  Fj 1509 Fiji

 Abbreviation Code  Language

  Fo 1514 Faroese
  Fr 1517 French
  Fy 1524 Friesian
  Ga 1600 Irish
  Gd 1603 Scots-Gaelic
  Gl 1611 Galician
  Gn 1613 Guarani
  Gu 1620 Gujarati
  Ha 1700 Hausa
  Hi 1708 Hindi
  Hr 1717 Croatian
  Hu 1720 Hungarian
  Hy 1724 Armenian
  Ia 1800 Interlingua
 Ie 1804 Interlingue
 It 1819 Italian
  Ik 1810 Inupiak
  In 1813 Indonesian
  Is 1818 Icelandic
  Iw 1822 Hebrew
  Ja 1900 Japanese
  Ji 1908 Yiddish
  Jw 1922 Javanese
  Ka 2000 Gorgian
  Kk 2010 Kazakh
  Kl 2011 Greenlandic
  Km 2012 Cambodian
  Kn 2013 Kannada
  Ko 2014 Korean
  Ks 2018 Kashmiri
  Ku 2020 Kurdish
  Ky 2024 Kirghiz
  La 2100 Latin
  Ln 2113 Lingala
  Lo 2114 Laothian  

 Language codes
Use to change audio language, or subtitle languages.  → “To set languages” (P42)

Abbreviation Code  Language

  Sl 2811 Slovenian
  Sm 2812 Samoan
  Sn 2813 Shona
  So 2814 Somali
  Sq 2816 Albanian
  Sr 2817 Serbian
  Ss 2818 Siswaiti
  St 2819 Sesotho
  Su 2820 Sundanese
  Sv 2821 Swedish
  Sw 2822 Swahili
  Ta 2900 Tamil
  Te 2904 Telugu
  Tg 2906 Tajik
  Th 2907 Thai
  Ti 2908 Tigrinya
  Tk 2910 Tukmen
  Tl 2911 Tagalog
  Tn 2913 Setswana
  To 2914 Tonga
  Tr 2917 Turkish
  Ts 2918 Tsonga
  Tt 2919 Tatar
  Tw 2922 Twi
  Uk 3010 Ukrainian
  Ur 3017 Urdu
  Uz 3025 Uzbek
  Vi 3108 Vietnamese
  Vo 3114 Volapuk
  Wo 3214 Wolof
  Xh 3307 Xhosa
  Yo 3414 Yoruba
  Zh 3507 Chinese
  Zu 3520 Zulu
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 Code  Country name 

 1803 Indonesia

 1804 Ireland

 1811 Israel

 1813 India

 1816 Iraq

 1817 Iran, Islamic Republic of

 1818 Iceland

 1819 Italy

 1912 Jamaica

 1914 Jordan

 1915 Japan

 2004 Kenya

 2006 Kyrgyzstan

 2100 Lao People’s Democratic

 2007 Cambodia

 2008 Kiribati

 2012 Comoros

 2013 Saint Kitts and Nevis

 2015 Korea (North), Democratic People’s Republic

 2017 Korea (South), Republic of

 2022 Kuwait

 2024 Cayman Islands

 1205 Central African Republic

 2025 Kazakstan

 2101 Lebanon

 2102 Saint Lucia

 2512 Saint Pierre and Miquelon

 3102 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines

 2108 Liechtenstein

 2110 Sri Lanka

 2117 Liberia

 2118 Lesotho

 2119 Lithuania

 2120 Luxembourg

 2214 Macau

 2121 Latvia

 2124 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

 2200 Morocco

 2202 Monaco

 2203 Moldova, Republic

 2206 Madagascar

 2210 Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of

 2211 Mali

 2212 Myanmar (Burma)

 2213 Mongolia

 2217 Mauritania

 2218 Montserrat

 2219 Malta

 2207 Marshall Islands

Country codes
 Code  Country name

 1003 Andorra

 1004 United Arab Emirates

 1005 Afghanistan

 1011 Albania

 1012 Armenia

 1022 Aruba

 1014 Angola

 1008 Anguilla

 1006 Antigua and Barbuda

 1017 Argentina

 1018 American Samoa

 1019 Austria

 1020 Australia

 1025 Azerbaijan

 1118 Bahamas

 1100 Bosnia and Herzegovina

 1103 Bangladesh

 1101 Barbados

 1104 Belgium

 1105 Burkina Faso

 1106 Bulgaria

 1107 Bahrain

 1108 Burundi

 1114 Bolivia

 1117 Brazil

 1814 British Indian Ocean Territory

 1113 Brunei

 1119 Bhutan

 1122 Botswana

 1121 Bouvet Island

 1124 Belarus

 1125 Belize

 1109 Benin

 1112 Bermuda

 1200 Canada

 1203 Congo, The Democratic Republic of the

 1210 Cook Islands

 1207 Switzerland

 1208 Cote D’Ivoire

 1211 Chile

 1212 Cameroon

 1213 China

 1223 Christmas Island

 1202 Cocos (Keeling) Islands

 Code  Country name

 1214 Colombia

 1217 Costa Rica

 1220 Cuba

 1221 Cape Verde

 1224 Cyprus

 1225 Czech Republic

 1304 Germany

 1309 Djibouti

 1310 Denmark

 1312 Dominica

 1314 Dominican Republic

 2915 East Timor

 1325 Algeria

 1402 Ecuador

 1404 Estonia

 1406 Egypt

 1407 Western Sahara

 1417 Eritrea

 1418 Spain

 1419 Ethiopia

 1510 Falkland Islands (Malvinas)

 1514 Faroe Islands

 1508 Finland

 1509 Fiji

 1517 France

 1605 French Guiana

 2505 French Polynesia

 1600 Gabon

 1601 United Kingdom

 1603 Grenada

 1615 Guadeloupe

 1604 Georgia

 1607 Ghana

 1608 Gibraltar

 1611 Greenland

 1612 Gambia

 1613 Guinea

 1617 Greece

 1619 Guatemala

 1620 Guam

 1622 Guinea-Bissau

 1624 Guyana

 1710 Hong Kong

 1713 Honduras

 1717 Croatia (Hrvatska)

 1719 Haiti

 1712 Heard and Mcdonald Islands

 3100 Holy See (Vatican City State)

 1720 Hungary

   Country codes
Use when changing the country. → “Country change” (P44)

 Code  Country name 

 2216 Martinique

 2220 Mauritius

 3419 Mayotte

 2221 Maldives

 2222 Malawi

 2223 Mexico

 1512 Micronesia, Federated States

 2224 Malaysia

 2225 Mozambique

 2300 Namibia

 2304 Niger

 2306 Nigeria

 2320 Niue

 2305 Norfolk Island

 2215 Northern Mariana Islands

 2308 Nicaragua

 2311 Netherlands

 1013 Netherlands Antilles

 2302 New Caledonia

 2314 Norway

 2315 Nepal

 2317 Nauru

 2325 New Zealand

 2412 Oman

 2500 Panama

 2504 Peru

 2506 Papua New Guinea

 2507 Philippines

 2513 Pitcairn

 2510 Pakistan

 2511 Poland

 2517 Puerto Rico

 2519 Portugal

 2522 Palau

 2524 Paraguay

 2600 Qatar

 2704 Reunion

 2714 Romania

 2720 Russian Federation

 2722 Rwanda

 2807 Saint Helena

 2800 Saudi Arabia

 2801 Solomon Islands

 2802 Seychelles

 2803 Sudan

 2804 Sweden

 2806 Singapore

 2808 Slovenia

 2810 Slovakia (Slovak Republic)

 Code  Country name

 2811 Sierra Leone

 2812 San Marino

 2813 Senegal

 2814 Somalia

 2817 Suriname

 2809 Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands

 2819 Sao Tome and Principe

 2821 El Salvador

 1616 Equatorial Guinea

 2824 Syrian Arab Republic

 2825 Swaziland

 2903 Chad

 2905 French Southern Territories

 2906 Togo

 2910 Tokelau

 2907 Thailand

 2909 Tajikistan

 2925 Tanzania, United Republic

 2913 Tunisia

 2914 Tonga

 2917 Turkey

 2912 Turkmenistan

 2902 Turks and Caicos Islands

 2919 Trinidad and Tobago

 2921 Tuvalu

 2922 Taiwan, Province of China

 3000 Ukraine

 3006 Uganda

 3018 United States

 3012 United States Minor Outlying Islands

 3024 Uruguay

 3025 Uzbekistan

 3104 Venezuela

 3106 Virgin Islands, British

 3108 Virgin Islands, U.S.

 3205 Wallis and Futuna Islands

 3113 Viet Nam

 3120 Vanuatu

 3100 Vatican City State See Holy See

 3218 Samoa

 3404 Yemen

 3420 Yugoslavia

 3500 South Africa

 1618 South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands

 3512 Zambia

 3522 Zimbabwe
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To display the title menu
Menu may be recorded on DVD audio discs, in 

some cases.

  Press the MENU  button

NOTE
● The menu may not be displayed even when the 

MENU  button is pressed, depending on the DVD 
audio disc.

 To change the screen angle, audio
language, or subtitle language

With some DVD audio discs, movies may 
be played in the same way as DVD video. 
Refer to“DVD video” P36 for information 
about changing screen angles, audio 
languages, and subtitle languages.

NOTE
● With some DVD audio discs, even though movies are 

included, the angles, audio languages, and subtitle 
languages may not be changed. In some cases, fi les 
such as movies and photos are not included.

DVD audio operations

mb101b

  What is DVD audio?
Unlike music CDs up to now, DVD audio discs 

are recorded with a format specially designed 

for music. In addition to supporting higher audio 

quality than music CDs, DVD audio discs also 

support fi les including movies, photos and 

text fi les. Movies and the like are recorded in 

the same format as DVD video, so they can 

be viewed in the same way as DVD video. 

Movies, photos, and other such fi les may not be 

included, depending on the DVD audio, so refer 

to the DVD audio directions.

DVD audio operations

Insert a disc
When a disc is inserted in the system, the screen 

automatically changes to the DVD audio image 

and the disc begins to play.

image06

If a disc is already inserted, press the SOURCE  
button, select DISC, and press the PLAY  button.
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CURSOR menu (1) display information
■ Status display

 Group number:
the number for the currently playing group is 
displayed.

Track number:
the number for the currently playing track (song) is 
displayed.

 Playback time:
the playback time is displayed.

 Repeat/random:
repeat and random modes are displayed.

 Playback status:
the current playback status is displayed.

 Angle number:
the number for the currently playing angle is 
displayed.

■ Subtitle menu

 Subtitle language number:
the number for the currently playing subtitle language 
is displayed.

 Language:
English is displayed as En. →  “Language codes” (P47)

 Display ON/OFF:
Choose the ON setting to display subtitles and the 
OFF setting to hide them.

  The CURSOR menu
 Press the CURSOR  button to 
display CURSOR menu (1)

mb155e

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu (2)

mb411nab

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu(3)

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display the title number (CURSOR 
menu (4))

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display the DLIST (CURSOR menu (5))
The DLIST displays at the upper right of the 

screen. Move the JOYSTICK  to the right 
or to the left to select a background screen. 

Move the JOYSTICK  up or down to return 

to the initial background screen.

 When the CURSOR button is pressed 
again while CURSOR  menu (5) 
is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappears.

NOTE
● Refer to “CURSOR menu (2)” and 

“CURSOR menu (3)”(P39)for details on CURSOR 
menus (2) and (3)
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 RND : All songs play at random
 RNF : All songs in the current group 

play at random
 ALL : All songs play in order then 

repeat
 1    : The currently playing song 

repeats 

To enter a group number and play
Enter a DVD audio group number and play 
from the start of the title.

 Press the STOP  button

mb154a

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right to 
select the group number (digits)

mb156

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9 or 
select BONUS

 Press the ENT  button or PLAY  
button
The disc is played from the start of the track 
corresponding to the selected group number or 
BONUS.

NOTE
● BONUS may not be selected, depending on the 

DVD audio disc.
● A password may be required in order to play 

BONUS.

■  Audio menu

 Audio language number:
the number for the currently playing audio language 
is displayed.

 Language:
English is displayed as En. →  “Language codes” (P47)

 Audio recording format:
the audio recording format is displayed.

NOTE
● The group number, track number, and other displayed 

numbers are recorded on the DVD audio disc.

 The numbers may vary depending on the DVD audio 

disc.

● The subtitle menu and audio menu options may not be 

displayed, depending on the DVD audio disc.

To select repeat mode or random mode

 While CURSOR menu (1) is displayed, 
move the JOYSTICK  left and right to 
select repeat mode or random mode

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down to 
select repeat mode or random mode

NON RPF NOF RND RNF ALL 1

 NON : All songs play once
 RPF  : All songs in the current group 

repeat
 NOF : All songs in the current group 

play once
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 CURSOR menu (1) display information
■ Status display (Music CD)

Track number:
the number for the currently playing track is dis-
played.

Playback time:
the playback time is displayed.

Audio mode:
the audio mode is displayed.

Repeat/random:
repeat and random modes are displayed.

Playback status:
the current playback status is displayed.

■ Status display (MP3/WMA)

Folder number   Play list number:
the currently playing folder number or play list 
number is displayed.

Track number:
the number for the currently playing track is 
displayed.

Playback time:
the playback time is displayed.

Repeat/random:
repeat and random modes are displayed.

Playback status:
the current playback status is displayed.

Display mode:
the display mode during MP3/WMA playback is 
displayed.

Music CD/MP3/WMA operations

Music CD/MP3/WMA operations

Insert a disc
When a disc is inserted, the system 
automatically changes to the disc playback 
screen and CURSOR menu (1) is displayed.

Music CD      mb160a

M

M

M

M

M

M

MP3/WMA    mb162a

If a disc is already inserted, press the 
SOURCE  button, select DISC, and press 
the PLAY  button.

NOTE
● The contents of the displayed list or text depend 

on the information recorded on the disc or the 
disc type. 

● When there are music CD fi les and MP3/WMA 
fi les on the disc, the MP3/WMA fi les are played.
To play music CD fi les, change to “CD TRACK” in 
display mode and select the desired track (song).
→ “To change display modes” (P53)
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MP3/WMA mode
The display mode can be changed when 
playing MP3/WMA fi les.

 To change display modes

While playing CD/MP3/WMA, move 
the JOYSTICK  left and right to 
select display mode on the CURSOR 
menu

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select display mode

FOLDER PLAYLIST TAG INFO TREE INDEX
PLST IDX CD TRACK FOLDER…

NOTE
● When there is no information that can be 

displayed on the disc, the display mode cannot 
be changed.

● Folder mode
 Displays all folders and fi les.

M

M

M

M

M

M

      mb162a

To select repeat mode or random mode

 While playing CD/MP3/WMA, move 
the JOYSTICK  left and right to 
select repeat mode or random mode

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select repeat mode or random 
mode

Music CD

NON RND ALL 1

MP3/WMA

NON RPF NOF RND RNF ALL 1

 NON : All songs play once
 RPF  : All songs in the folder play in 

order then repeat
 NOF : All songs in the folder play once
 RND : All songs play at random
 RNF : All songs in the folder play at 

random
 ALL : All songs play in order then 

repeat
 1      : The currently playing song 

repeats

To enter a track number (CD) or folder number
(MP3/WMA) and play

Enter a track number (CD) or folder number 
(MP3/WMA) and play from the start of the 
title.

 Press the STOP  button

      mb154e

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the track number or folder 
number (digits)

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9

 Press the ENT  button
The disc is played from the start of the track 
corresponding to the selected track number or 
folder number.

NOTE
● Refer to “Folder arrangement” for information 

about folder numbers (MP3/WMA).
→  “Folder arrangement”  (P20)

  TRACK:* *
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●   Play list mode
 Files in the play list are displayed.

      mb166

●   Tag info mode
 File attributes (folder name, fi le name, title, 

artist name, album name) are displayed.

         mb162b

● Tree index mode
 Folder tree arrangement (fi le arrangement) 

is displayed.

         mb162c

● Play list index mode
 The whole play list is displayed.

        mb162d

● CD track mode
 Song tracks are displayed. (Used to play 

music CD fi les when there are both music 
CD fi les and MP3/WMA fi les on the disc.)

       mb162e
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To select a song

 When a disc is playing, move the 
JOYSTICK  up and down, select 

from the displayed songs, folders, 
etc. and press the ENT  button

M

M

M

M

M

M

    mb162a

After selecting this fi eld, move the 
JOYSTICK  up and down to select a song 

or folder

 The selected song is played.

 When a folder or play list is selected, 
the folder or play list songs are 
displayed, so in the same way, move 
the JOYSTICK  up and down to 
select a song and press the ENT  
button.

NOTE
● When selecting one folder above, choose parent 

folder and press the ENT  button.

The CURSOR menu

 Press the CURSOR  button to 
display CURSOR menu (2)

    mb413nab

NOTE
● CURSOR menu (1) is displayed throughout 

playback of CD/MP3/WMA discs.

 When the CURSOR  button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(2) is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappears.

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu

M

M

M

M

M

M

 When the CURSOR  button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(3) is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappear

NOTE
●Refer to “CURSOR menu (2)” and “CURSOR menu 

(3)”  (P39) for details on CURSOR menus (2) and (3)
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Video CD

mb159

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9

 Press the ENT  or PLAY  buttons 
to begin playing the desired track 
number

Video CD operations

mb101d

Video CD operations

Insert a disc
When a disc is inserted in the system, the 
screen automatically changes to the video 
CD image and the disc begins to play.

mb159a

If a disc is already inserted, press the 
SOURCE  button, select DISC, and press 
the PLAY  button.

NOTE
●  When a video CD with playback control (PBC) is 

inserted, the menu is sometimes displayed.In this 
case, use the disc menu to operate the video CD.

  Video CDs with playback control (PBC)
The PBC input screen is displayed during 
playback in PBC mode.

 In the PBC input screen, move the 
JOYSTICK  left and right to select 

the track number (digits)
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Video CD

Playback status:
the current playback status is displayed.

The CURSOR menu

 Press the CURSOR  button to 
display CURSOR menu (1)

mb158

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu (2)

mb158a

 Press the CURSOR  button again to 
display CURSOR menu (3)

 When the CURSOR  button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(3) is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappears

NOTE
● Refer to “CURSOR menu (2)” and “CURSOR menu (3)”

(P39) for details on CURSOR menus (2) and (3)on

■ Status display

 Track number:
the number for the currently playing track is dis-
played. (PBC supported: not displayed)

Playback time:
the playback time is displayed.
(PBC supported: not displayed)

Audio output mode:
the audio output mode is displayed.

Repeat/random:
repeat and random modes are displayed. (PBC sup-
ported: PBC is displayed)
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Video CD

 To change the audio output mode

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
and select audio output mode

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select audio output mode

 Changes as follows:

 L+R → L → R → L+ R…

To select repeat mode or random mode

 In CURSOR menu (1), move the 
JOYSTICK  left and right to select 

repeat mode or random mode

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select repeat mode or random 
mode

  NON  RND  ALL  1

 NON : All songs play once

 RND : All songs play at random

 ALL  : All songs play in order then  
  repeat

   1     : The currently playing song  
   repeats

To enter a track number and play
Enter a video CD track number and play 
from the start of the track.

 Press the STOP  button

  Press the CURSOR  button

 Move the JOYSTICK  left and right 
to select the track number (digits)

 Move the JOYSTICK  up and down 
to select a number from 0 to 9

 Press the ENT  button or PLAY  
button
The disc is played from the start of the track 
corresponding to the selected track number.
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Using the system to operate the MMCS and the front audio

 POWER button
    To turn the MMCS or the front audio power  

 　ON/OFF.

 SOURCE button
    To select the system source.

 DISP button
   To call up the screen adjustment menu. P28

 CURSOR button
   To call up the CURSOR menu.

 RTN button
    To return to the previous screen.

 JOYSTICK / ENT  (enter) button
   To select and enter items on the MMCS or  
  front audio menu.

 SPEAKER  button
   Each time the SPEAKER  button is pressed,  

  the speaker output changes between the  
  video entertainment system and the MMCS or  
  front audio.

 EJECT button
    If a disc has been inserted, the disc is   

   ejected

Basic operations when operating the 

MMCS or the front audio from the system

 To operate the MMCS and audio from the system
Some operations for the front seat MMCS 
and audio are possible from the system.

 Press the SOURCE  button and 
change the system mode to FRONT

CURSOR menu (1) is displayed on the bottom of 
the screen.
(sample image for vehicles with the MMCS)
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Using the system to operate the MMCS and the front audio

CURSOR menu (1)

 When the CURSOR button is 
pressed to change the system mode 
to FRONT, CURSOR menu (1) is 
displayed.

NOTE
● When the MMCS or audio is radio, CD, MP3, WMA, 

OFF mode, CURSOR menu (1) is always displayed.
● When the MMCS is DVD video,  video, CURSOR 

menu (1) disappears within about 7 seconds (or 3 
seconds) if no functions are operated.

 When the CURSOR button is pressed, CURSOR 
menu (1) is displayed again.

CURSOR menu (2)

 When the CURSOR button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(1) is displayed, CURSOR menu (2) is 
displayed.

 When the CURSOR  button is 
pressed again while CURSOR menu 
(2) is displayed, the CURSOR menu 
disappears.

NOTE
● Refer to “CURSOR menu (2)” (P33) for details on 

CURSOR menus (2)on
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Using the system to operate the MMCS and the front audio

 OFF

Turning the power ON and OFF

 Power ON (the front audio only)

 Press the ENT  button while OFF is 
displayed on CURSOR menu.

The power comes ON.

 Power OFF(MMCS,the front audio)

 Press and hold the ENT  button until 
the power goes off
The power goes OFF.

NOTE
● The power can be switched On/Off on only the front 

audio.The MMCS unit cannot be switched On/Off by 
the video netertainment system.
( *Vehicles equipped with the MMCS)

CURSOR menu display examples
 AM

 

Band   Preset memory   Frequency

 FM

 

Band   Preset memory   Frequency

 DVD(*Vehicles equipped with   

 the MMCS)

Disc                          Title         Chapter

 Music CD

Disc                                          Track

 MP3/WMA

                Folder                     Track

 Music server (*Vehicles equipped with  

  the MMCS)

Group                    Track 

 USB

                          Folder        Track

 iPod

                                            Track

 B.T-Audio

                                              Track

 Playlist

                                            Track

 AUX
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Using the system to operate the MMCS and the front audio

Track up/down(music 
CD /MP3/WMA/USB/iPod/

B.T-Audio/Playlist etc)
CHAPTER up/down(DVD video)

 Move the JOYSTICK  to the right (up) 
or to the left (down).

Track

Track

Track

Track

Track

To select a system SOURCE

 The SOURCE changes each time the 
ENT  button is pressed.

 

 SOURCE

Preset memory up/down (AM/FM)

 Move the JOYSTICK  to  the up(up) 
or to the down(down).

 

     Preset memory

SEEK (channel) up/down(AM/FM)

 Press and hold the JOYSTICK  to the 
right (up) or to the left (down) until the 
operation starts.

 

Frequency

Step up/down (AM/FM)

 Move the JOYSTICK  to the 
right(up)or to the left (down).

Frequency

Disc up/down(CD changer)

 Press and hold the JOYSTICK  to the 
up (up)or the down (down) until the 
operation starts.

Disc

Folder up/down(MP3/WMA/USB)

 Group up/down(music sever),

Title up/down(video etc.)

 Move the JOYSTICK  to the up (up) 
or to the down (down).

Folder

Folder
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Error display messages

Message Action to take

DISC ERROR (××-××)
CALL AN AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR ASSISTANCE.

Contact your authorized  
dealer.

ABNORMAL  VOLTAGE 

ABNORMAL  VOLTAGE INPUT NOW.
SYSTEM OFF IN 7  SECONDS.

Check the battery 
voltage.

HIGH  TEMPERATURE

EXTREMELY  HIGH  TEMPERATURE  
INSIDE.SYSTEM OFF IN 7SECONDS.

Wait a while for the 
device to cool down.

SYSTEM  ERROR (××-××)

CALL AN AUTHORIZED   DEALER  FOR  
ASSISTANCE.

Contact your authorized 
dealer.

Message Action to take

D V D  D R I V E  E R R O R ( × × - × × )

C A L L  A N  A U T H O R I Z E D  

D E A L E R  F O R  A S S I S T A N C E .

Contact your 
authorized  dealer.

DVD DRIVE ERROR (××-××)

HIGH TEMPERATURE.
DVD  DRIVE IS STOPPED  FOR 
PROTECTION.

Wait a while for the 
device to cool down.

DISC ERROR (××-××)

PLEASE CHECK THE DISC.

Check the disc type, 
check for scratches 
on the disc.

VIDEO MODE (NTSC/PAL) IS SWITCHING 
NOW PLEASE WAIT

Wait until the video 
playback mode changes 
(NTSC    PAL).

DISC  ERROR

THE REGION OF DISC CAN NOT BE 
PLAYED.

Check the region 
number.
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Troubleshooting

Problem Cause Action to take

The wireless 

headphones do not 

work.

The wireless 

headphone power is 

switched OFF, or the 

volume is turned all the 

way down.

Check the wireless 

headphone power and 

volume.

The wireless 

headphone battery is 

run down.

Replace the battery.

The disc does not 

play.

The disc is inserted 

with the disc surface 

facing up.

Insert the disc with 

the disc surface facing 

down.

The disc is dirty or 

scratched.

Check the disc.

The inserted disc is 

not supported by the 

system.

The recording format is 

not supported by the 

system.

Check the operation 

of the recording 

equipment.

Problem Cause Action to take

The power does not 

come on.

The ignition key is in 

the OFF position.

Turn the ignition key 

to the ACC or ON 

positions.

The display remains 

closed.

Open the display or 

press the POWER 

button.

The remote control 

does not work.

The remote control 

battery is run down.

Replace the battery.

The system remote 

control sensor is in 

strong light, such as 

direct sunlight.

Avoid using the system 

in direct sunlight.

The remote control 

is not aimed at the 

system remote control 

sensor.

Aim the remote control 

at the system remote 

control sensor.

The screen is dark. The brightness is not 

properly adjusted.

Make the necessary 

adjustments.

The color is bad. The color or tint is not 

properly adjusted.
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Troubleshooting

Problem Cause Action to take

The angle change 

mark does not 

display.

The angle change 

mark display is set to 

OFF.

Set the angle change 

mark display to ON. 

→ “To set indications” 

P45

The angle cannot be 

changed due to the 

disc specifi cations.

The disc takes a while 

to begin playing.

There are many 

recorded fi les, folders, 

and/or trees.

Do not record 

unnecessary folders or 

fi les.

There are fi les or 

folders (MP3) that 

cannot be played.

· The fi les were saved 

with a name or 

recorded in a format 

that cannot be played 

on the system.

· Files are not recorded 

in a supported 

format.

· The disc is not 

properly recorded.

Check the operation 

of the recording 

equipment.

File and/or folder 

names are not 

properly displayed.

Sound quality is poor; 

the disc skips.

Problem Cause Action to take

Images and audio do 

not play.

■ The system 
SOURCE is  DISC.
There is no disc 
inserted.

Insert a disc.

■ The system 
SOURCE is VIDEO. 
The external device 

connected to the 

video input terminals is 

stopped.

Set the external device 

to playback mode.

■ The system 

SOURCE is FRONT

The MMCS is not set 

to DVD video.

Set the MMCS to DVD 

video.

The system does 

not function (when 

playing DVD video, 

DVD audio) even after 

pressing the buttons.

Depending on the 

DVD video or DVD 

audio disc, there are 

sometimes limitations 

on device operations.

—

The audio language, 

subtitle language, 

and/or angle do not 

change.

Depending on the DVD 

video or DVD audio 

disc, subtitles, angles, 

and languages cannot 

be changed.

Check the DVD 

video or DVD audio 

directions.
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Troubleshooting

Problem Cause Action to take

The playback time 

is not displayed 

correctly.

A variable bit rate (VBR) 

fi le (song) is playing.

When a variable bit 

rate (VBR) fi le (song) 

is being played, the 

playback time may not 

be displayed correctly.

The system audio 

does not play over the 

vehicle speakers.

MMCS or front audio 

does not change to 

the system.

Change the MMCS 

or front audio to the 

system.

The system video 

cannot be displayed 

on the MMCS

MMCS or audio 

operations are not 

possible on the 

system.

The system SOURCE 

is not FRONT.

Change the system 

SOURCE to FRONT.

The  song changes by 

itself.

The system is being 

operated from the 

MMCS or the front 

audio side.
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Handling of discs

●Clean the disc with a soft 
cloth, wiping from the center 
hole to the outer edge. Do not 
use benzine, record cleaning 
spray, anti-static agents, or 
chemically treated tissues. 
Doing so could damage the 
disc surface.

●Discs are made of plastic. To 
prevent discs from warping, 
always put them in their cases 
and keep them out of direct 
sunlight.

●Discs turn at high speeds, so 
do not use cracked or warped 
discs. Doing so could cause a 
malfunction or breakdown.

●The system may not function properly when driving on 
rough roads, due to the severe vibrations.

●If foreign matter should get into the system ( through the 
disc loading slot, for example) contact your authorized  
dealer.

  Using the system in this state could cause a malfunction or 
breakdown.

●Using heart shaped, octagonal, 
or other special shaped discs, 
or partially transparent discs

   could cause a malfunction.

●A new disc may still have 
burrs on its periphery and 
center hole, so be sure to 
check for such burrs.Using 
a disc that has burrs can 
cause a malfunction, so be 
sure to remove any burrs 
using a ballpoint pen or other 
implement.

●Do not touch the disc surface 
(the shiny, rainbow colored 
side) when handling the disc. 
Always hold the disc at the 
outer edges, or at the center 
hole and the outer edge. A 
dirty or scratched disc could 
cause a malfunction.

●Do not apply labels or stickers 
to the disc and do not scratch 
the disc.
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Glossary

Term Meaning

 VBR (Variable Bit Rate):
The bit rate varies according to the rate of 
compression. CBR (Constant Bit Rate) is a format that 
sets a fi xed bit rate. The bit rate varies according to the 
rate of compression, so players that do not support 
VBR cannot play VBR compressed fi les. (P18)

 WMA:
Abbreviation for Windows Media Audio. An audio 
compression technology developed by Microsoft 
Corporation. (P16)

 WMA-Tag:
Information such as the title or artist name that is 
recorded in a WMA fi le (P19)

 Language code:
Code for the language set when viewing DVD video 
(enter a language code for languages other than 
Japanese or English on the system).

  Sampling frequency:
Frequency at which sampling (analog samples 
digitised at fi xed intervals) is done to convert analog 
audio signals to digital audio signals.

 Bit rate:
Value that expresses rate per second of signal transfer 
in bits. (P18)

 Multisession:
Recording on several different occasions when 
recording onto CD-R. (P18)

 Region number:
There are 6 region numbers (as well as individual 
country codes) for DVD videos. Region numbers for 
the disc and the player must match in order to play the 
disc. (P15)

Term Meaning

  Aspect ratio:
the height to width ratio of a screen or image.

  BONUS (bonus track):
Special additional track included on a DVD audio or 
other media (P51)
 CD-DA:
Music CD

 CD-R:
Recordable CD media. Data can be recorded once 
and cannot be rerecorded or erased.

 CD-RW:
Recordable CD media. Data can be recorded, 
rerecorded, and erased.

 CD-TEXT:
Function that records text such as album, song, and 
artist names onto music CDs.

 Country Code:
Region code set when watching DVD video.

 CURSOR:
Mark used to select items in sequence on the screen. 
In the system CURSOR menu, items that can be set 
change color.

DLIST image:
Background image or photograph that is displayed 
during DVD-AUDIO track playback.

ID3-Tag:
Information such as the title or artist name that is 
recorded in an MP3 fi le.

 MP3:
Abbreviation for MPEG1 Audio Layer 3.

Term Meaning

 MPEG:
An audio data compression standard.
Abbreviation for Moving Picture Coding Experts Group, 
a video compression standard.

 NTSC:
Abbreviation for National Television Standards 
Committee. 

PAL:
Phase Alternating Line.

 PBC (Playback control):
A video CD playback format, in which numbers can be 
entered and the desired track may be selected on the 
displayed screen. (P56)

PLAY LIST:
A list including the desired playback order and the like. 
Made in advance when creating MP3/WMA fi les.

  Rating:
Depending on the DVD video, ratings such as age 
restrictions may be set for certain content.

  SOURCE:
Type of music or video. System source selections 
include DISC and VIDEO (auxiliary input). (P24)

 Titles:
First, DVD videos are set off by titles. Each title is 
divided into chapters.
Chapter:
Numbers assigned to titles are called title numbers, 
and numbers assigned to chapters are called chapter 
numbers.
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Index

N
NEXT button ........................................................ 26

No Limit: no restrictions are applied ....................  43

NOF .............................................................  51, 53

NON ............................................  45, 46, 51,53, 58

NORMAL ............................................................  28

NTSC ...........................................................  16, 68

O
On-Screen Mark .................................................  45

Opening and closing the display and

system power .......................................................  8

Operating status symbol .....................................  34

P
PAL ............................................................... 16, 68

Password .....................................................  43, 44

Password Change ..............................................  44

PAUSE ............................................................  9,25

PAUSE button ....................................................  25

PLAY LIST ....................................................  52, 54

PLAY LIST mode ................................................  54

PLST IDX (Play list index) mode ..........................  54

PREW button .................................................. 9, 26

R
Rating  ...........................................................  43,68

Region numbers  ..........................................  15, 68

Repeat mode or random mode ..........................  51

A
ALL  .......................................................  51, 53, 58

All Limit: maximum restrictions are applied ........... 43

ANGLE ....................................................... 9,37, 39

Angle Mark  ........................................................  45

Angle number ...............................................  38, 39

Aspect ..........................................................  46, 68

AUDIO button .................................................  9, 37

Audio DRC .........................................................  45

Audio language ............................................  37, 39

Audio output mode  ............................................  58

Auxciliary Video connector (RCA) ...........  29

B
BONUS ........................................................  51, 68

BRIGHT ..............................................................  27

C
Chapter number .................................................  38

CINEMA .............................................................  28

COLOR ..............................................................  27

Combination of the system and the MMCS/the front 

audio ................................................................... 30

CONTRAST ........................................................  27

Country Change .................................................  44

Country Codes  ............................................  44, 48

CURSOR menu (1)  ............................................. 31

CURSOR menu (2)  ............................................  33

CURSOR menu (3)  ............................................  33

CURSOR menu operation ..................................  34

D
Digital output ......................................................  46

DISC ............................................................  24, 30

DISC indicator ...........................................  7,23, 24

Display mode .....................................................  53

Display mode priority ..........................................  46

DLIST image .................................................  35, 50

F
Folder  ................................................................  20

Folder arrangement ............................................  20

FOLDER mode ...................................................  53

FWD (Fast forward) .............................................  26

I
ID3-Tag ............................................................... 18

L
Language codes .................................................  47

Letter Box ..........................................................  46

LINE ...................................................................  46

M
Main menu .........................................................  37

Menu language ...................................................  42

Mode Priority ......................................................  45

MP3/WMA ....................................................  16, 17

MPEG ........................................................... 17, 68
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Index
Replacing the wireless headphone batteries .......  13

REW ................................................................  9,26

RND .............................................................  51, 53

RNF .............................................................   51, 53

RPF .............................................................   51, 53

S
SET UP ........................................................  7,9,41

SLOW button .................................................  9, 26

Slow playback  ...................................................  26

SOURCE  .....................................................  24, 59

Start of previous track (PREW) ............................  34

Start of subsequent track (NEXT) ........................  34

Stop .....................................................  9,25,36, 51

SUB TITLE ........................................................ 9,37

T
TAG INFO mode .................................................  54

The meaning of the marks displayed on DVDs ....  15

TINT ...................................................................  27

Title menu ..........................................................  36

Title number .................................................  38, 40

To adjust display attributes .................................  27

To adjust screen size ..........................................  28

To change display modes ...................................  53

To change the angle ..................................  9,37, 39

To change the audio language ................... 9, 37, 39

To change the screen angle, audio language,

or subtitle language ............................................  37

To change the subtitle language ...................  37, 39

To enter a group number and play ......................  51

To enter a track number and play .......................  58

To insert/eject the disc ........................................  24

To move to the start of a chapter or track (song) .  26

To view video on the system ...............................  29

Track number ......................................  31,50,52,56

TREE INDEX mode .............................................  54

V
VIDEO ........................................................... 24, 29

Video CD ...........................................................   56

Video CDs with playback control (PBC) ..............  56

W
What are MP3/WMA? .........................................  17

What is DVD audio? ...........................................  49

What is the CURSOR menu? ..............................  31

WIDE ..................................................................  28

Wireless headphones .....................................  5, 12

WMA-Tag ...........................................................  20
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